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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence is impacting all areas of society, from healthcare and transportation to
smart cities and energy. AI won’t be an industry, it will be part of every industry. NVIDIA invests
both in internal research and platform development to enable its diverse customer base, across
gaming, VR, AR, AI, robotics, graphics, rendering, visualisation, HPC, healthcare & more.
Alison’s talk will introduce the hardware and software platform at the heart of this Intelligent
Industrial Revolution: NVIDIA GPU Computing. She’ll provide insights into how academia,
enterprise and startups are applying AI, as well as offer a glimpse into state-of-the-art research
from world-wide labs & internally at NVIDIA, demoing, for example, the combination of robotics
with VR and AI in an end-to-end simulator to train intelligent machines.
Beginners might like to try our free online 40-minute class using GPU’s in the cloud:
www.nvidia.com/dli
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Abstract
In its bi-annual Global Semiconductor Report, PwC analyzes market development, key drivers
and growth opportunities for the global semiconductor market. The presentation will provide
insights into the next edition of the report series with a spotlight on Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and the digitization of semiconductor companies. We will elaborate on AI as the next big growth
driver in the semiconductor market: What are new "AI-driven" top target markets and
applications? How will the AI ecosystem evolve and what is the role of semiconductor
companies? Will AI democratize the innovation in the industry creating a new uprise of
semiconductor startups? What is driving value most in the digitization of semiconductor
companies? What are resulting potential opportunities and risks for European semiconductor
companies?
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